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During the years after Sadai’s death, Burge continued to be 

farmed by as many as 12 tenant families living on various parts 

of the farm. Management and guardianship of the farm fell to an able 

African American couple, Sidnie and George Gunn, who had been  

part of the Burge farming operation since the death of William Parks.  

Sidnie was cook and housekeeper and George supervised all the  

business of the farm, collecting rents, marketing crops, paying bills, 

and managing the tenant farming operation.
 

The Gunns lived in the family house at Burge, and Sidnie kept up 

a lively written correspondence with the children in Illinois and 

California.  Lydia, Sidney’s mother, and Wiley, Abe, and Alex Glass, 

Sidnie’s brothers, also lived and worked at Burge.  This team, with  

help and oversight from the Graves family at nearby Mt. Pleasant  

Plantation, held the farm together until Sadai and John Gray’s  

children grew up and were able to take a role in their inheritance.  

Sadai and John Gray’s children.  Clockwise from left:   

Ida Eve Gray, Davis Burge Gray, Joseph Howard Gray, 

Fanny Comings Gray, and Dorothy Lunt Gray  

Mt. Pleasant Plantation, the home of the Graves family Lydia Glass Mitchell, mother of Sidnie, about 1910

George and Sidnie Gunn, 

about 1915

In 1875 Dolly and Thomas’s daughter Sadai married John Davis 

Gray, a Methodist minister and graduate of Emory College.   

Sadai and her husband moved to nearby Eatonton, Georgia, 

and were frequent visitors to Burge, where Dolly continued 

to manage her land and tenants. Between 1876 and 1885  

John and Sadai had five children: Ida, Fanny, Dorothy, Davis,  

and Joseph.  

In the mid 1880s John, Sadai, and their family moved 

to Hawthorne, Florida, in hopes of improving John’s 

poor health. During at least part of their stay there Dolly 

kept some of  the children with her in Georgia, in order 

to lessen the strain on John.  In 1887 John Davis Gray 

died in Florida. 

In 1889 Dolly helped Sadai purchase a 200-acre 

orange and tangerine farm in Hawthorne, Florida, 

which they hoped would be successful and 

provide an income for Sadai and her children.   

Probably in order to help finance this venture,  

Sadai and Dolly sold 33.4 acres of Burge to  

Frank Lazenby in 1889.  At Dolly’s death in 

1891, Sadai inherited Burge.  Sadai died in 

Florida scarcely a year later, leaving five  

orphaned children ages 15 to 7.  

 

Longtime family friend Henry Lea Graves was named manager 

of Sadai’s estate and guardian for the five children, who returned 

to Georgia and lived temporarily with the Graves family at  

Mt. Pleasant Plantation.  Subsequently, two of the girls, Ida and 

Dorothy, moved to Evanston, Illinois, to live with Miss Cornelia 

Lunt, the daughter of Dolly’s brother Orrington Lunt. The other 

three children, Fanny, Joseph, and Davis, traveled to California 

to live with Dolly’s half-brother Stephen Purrington Lunt.  

 Sadai Burge Gray, ca. 1875

Reverend John Davis Gray, 

Sadai’s husband, ca. 1875


